Trusted by the Best.

Golf is more than a game
for John Deere.
It’s a passion.
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Since 1987, John Deere Golf has built a tradition of trust and excellence
on golf courses all over the world.
We’ve achieved this by listening to customers like you. And by doing this,
we were able to deliver the products you demanded.
Work with John Deere Golf and we promise you three things: the trusted
performance of our equipment and support, the fact that our products
are more than ready for the future, and our never-ending commitment
to this great game.
It’s for these reasons that we are Trusted by the best.
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Committed to you.
Committed to the game.

John Deere Classic

The First Tee

®

John Deere Golf is proud to be a trustee of The First Tee,
a youth development organization that uses the game of
golf to impact the lives of millions of young people. Besides
supporting The First Tee network, we’ve supported a golf
maintenance career-oriented curriculum with the PGA TOUR .
This experience, known as “Careers on Course,” will help young
people understand the scientific, technological, and business
aspects of a golf management career. Already, participants
have been very enthusiastic about learning the basics of golf
course maintenance.
®
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The First Tee

The First Tee

John Deere Financial
No other golf maintenance
equipment manufacturer has its
own financial arm. This allows us
to make the numbers work for you
with financial solutions like the John
Deere Financial MasterLease.
Made especially for the golf course
industry, the MasterLease is easy,
flexible, and customizable. You’ll see
real business advantages that owning
can’t match. Like lower payments.
Reduced maintenance costs. Access
to the newest, high-tech equipment
available. Saving cash and credit
lines for other opportunities. And
customizable payment schedules
based on your individual needs.
To learn more, contact your John
Deere Equipment Distributor, or John
Deere Financial at 888-777-2560.

2015 Green Start Academy

Green Start Academy
Since 2005, John Deere Golf has run the Green Start Academy
for assistant superintendents in partnership with Bayer. Only
50 are chosen by a highly qualified panel of superintendents
to be a part of this exclusive event in North Carolina, which
gives them the opportunity to network with peers and
participate in discussions with industry experts.

Platinum Alliance Partner
of the CMAA

Platinum Partner
of the GCSAA

GCSAA Turf Bowl
Since 2010, John Deere Golf has sponsored this popular
competition at the Golf Industry Show that engages hundreds
of undergraduate students in the areas of mathematics,
turfgrass growth and development, and identification of soils,
diseases, weeds, insects, and turfgrass species. Thanks to
John Deere, these turf schools compete for not only
cash prizes but also the ability to work on the crew at
major events.

Official Golf Course Equipment
Supplier of the PGA TOUR
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Get the control and the results
that you’ve always dreamed of.
A Model Fairway, Rough, and Trim and Surrounds mowers.
Now your presence can be felt on every part of your course.
That’s the control you get with the A Model mowers from
John Deere. Thanks to our TechControl display, no matter
who is operating the mower, you can easily program these
mowers to mow and turn at exact speeds, to transport at
preset speeds, and to lock in fuel savings. You can also plug
in service reminders and get diagnostic feedback quickly and
accurately. And all of your operators can now perform in a
more consistent fashion.
But that’s only part of the A Model story. There’s the proven
technology you get with our E-Cut™ Hybrid Fairway mowers.
The increased traction driveon our Trim and Surrounds
mowers. The superior contouring deck system on our Rough
mowers. The improved after-cut appearance and operator
stations. And so much more.

Automotive-style operation
TM

The AutoPedal system features
ergonomic twin pedals that control
both forward and reverse direction,
as well as engine RPMs, eliminating
the need for a separate throttle.
Similar to a car, the further the pedal
is pressed, the engine speed and
travel speed of the unit increases.
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Reliable and durable
The front internal wet disc
brakes on our new A Models
have no brake linkages or need
adjustments, reducing the
need for routine maintenance.
And throughout the machines
there are enhanced corrosion
resistance features.

Final Tier 4 Compliant without
sacrificing horsepower

Set up to 50% reduction in turn speed

John Deere has extensive experience in
agriculture and construction and turf
equipment by listening to your needs
and building equipment designed to
make your work easier and faster, with
an emissions solution that’s the most
cost-effective and transparent to you.
And our dealers and distributors are well
trained and well prepared to assist you in
making a smooth transition to equipment
compliant with the latest emissions
standards — just like they have done for
so many other customers before.
You can have confidence we will be there
every step of the way.

Faster entry and exit
Getting on and off these
machines is now a breeze thanks
to the conveniently placed fore
and aft steps (4-wheel units
only). And nothing could be more
comfortable than getting in the
seat. There’s more leg room, a
wider front platform, tilt steering,
and a deluxe seat.

Efficient maintenance =
increased uptime
With our Quick Adjust cutting
units, adjustments take mere
minutes. And when you consider
all the diagnostic features of
our TechControl display, your
technician can better manage
service timelines and keep your
fleet up and running.
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Control like never before. Right at your fingertips.
The passcode protected TechControl display lets you precisely set mow, turn, and transport
speeds. You also have the ability to instantly see any operational alerts and set service timers.
Simply set the mow speed precisely for your conditions, have the mower slow down during
turns while cross cutting to protect against turf scuffing and preset the top transport speed.
Plus, the TechControl display is an on-board visual diagnostic tool allowing quick and easy
machine diagnostics, maximizing up time.

With the Mow Speed screen, you can set the mowing
speed simply and quickly. Unlike a speed limiting system
using a bolt, once the speed is locked in, it stays locked in.
Similar to the Mow Speed screen, the Transport Speed is
set electronically. You determine the speed at which your
operators mow and transport just by pressing a button.

This is something superintendents will really love: the Turn Speed
screen lets you slow down a mower to a percentage of the mowing
speed as the cutting units are lifted after a pass, greatly reducing
scuffing. The mower then resumes its normal speed after the reels
are lowered back down for the next pass.
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The Mow Engine speed screen allows the superintendent
to reduce the throttle settings for when the PTO is engaged.
With our E-Cut Hybrid mowers, you can bring the engine speed
down to 2300 RPMs, significantly reducing engine noise
while also increasing fuel economy.
TM

The TechControl display is unparalleled in its ability to give
timely feedback to the operator and service technician.
A message appears in the display screen alerting the operator
and the status screens help the technician quickly and
accurately diagnose the issue.
The LoadMatchTM screen lets you manage the conditions
in which you are mowing, as well as the terrain. Thanks to
LoadMatch, if the reels come under heavy load while mowing,
the machine’s traction speed will slow allowing reels to turn
and maintain cut quality.
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7700A PrecisionCut

PrecisionCut Fairway Mowers
TM

The PrecisionCut A Model Fairway Mowers offer several features that separate it from the competition. Like the eHydro™
hydrostatic pump and large capacity motors for serious hill-climbing capabilities. The GRIP All-Wheel Drive Traction System
provides superior traction by reducing wheel slip. And exclusive LoadMatch lets you cut through wet, lush grass evenly by
slowing down the traction speed.
Getting on or off these mowers is no problem, thanks to easy entry and exit points. And there are plenty of operator comfort
features, like foot-operated tilt steering and a deluxe suspension seat with multiple adjustments for all-day productivity.

7500A

7700A

8700A

TechControl Display

TechControl Display

TechControl Display

Set mowing turn speed

Set mowing turn speed

Set mowing turn speed

AutoPedal™ system

AutoPedal™ system

AutoPedal™ system

Maximum rated hp (kW): 41.6 (31 kW)

Maximum rated hp (kW): 41.6 (31 kW)

Maximum rated hp (kW): 55.1 (41.1)

5-in (12.7 cm) diameter reels

7-in (17.8 cm) diameter reels

7-in (17.8 cm) diameter reels

Cutting width: 100-in (254 cm)

Cutting width: 100-in (254 cm)

Cutting width: 100-in (254 cm)

Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4

Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4

Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4
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Enhanced after-cut
appearance
The rear tires have shifted
outward so they match the
inside pattern of the front tires.

7500A E-Cut Hybrid

E-Cut Hybrid Fairway Mowers
TM

The John Deere E-Cut Hybrid Fairway Mowers take high-performance hybrid technology to the next level. The E-Cut Hybrid
technology uses a 48-V alternator to power the cutting units via electric motors, eliminating all hydraulic leak points from
the reel circuit, where 90 percent of all hydraulic leaks occur.
In addition to the elimination of leak points, the E-Cut Hybrid Fairway Mowers can be set through the TechControl display
to automatically operate at a reduced throttle of 2300 rpm for noise reduction, as well as fuel savings up to 30 percent
as compared to hydraulic units.

7500A E-Cut Hybrid

8000A E-Cut Hybrid

TechControl Display

TechControl Display

Set mowing turn speed

Set mowing turn speed

AutoPedal™ system

3-wheel low PSI smooth tire configuration

Maximum rated hp (kW): 41.6 (31 kW)

Maximum rated hp (kW): 41.6 (31 kW)

5-in (12.7 cm) diameter reels

7-in (17.8 cm) diameter reels

Cutting width: 100-in (254 cm)

Cutting width: 80-in (203 cm)

Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4

Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4

Climb hills with ease
Both the PrecisionCut™ and E-Cut™ Hybrids Mowers feature an eHydro™
hydrostatic pump with 35% more traction drive and large-capacity wheel
motors with 17% more displacement than previous generation mowers for
serious hill-climbing capabilities. Add more traction with optional GRIP
All-Wheel Drive (standard on 8000 E-Cut Hybrid Mower).
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7200A PrecisionCut

7200A PrecisonCut™ and 7400A TerrainCut™ Trim & Surrounds
These two mowers change the way trim and surrounds areas are maintained. Both the 7200A and 7400A are Final Tier 4
compliant without sacrificing horsepower and the 7400 has 12% more power than its predecessor. Both feature the exclusive
Width on demand system, right at the operator’s fingertips. Operators can change the width of cut on the go with the simple
toggle of a switch. And both also have the Reach Trimming System, which allows you to extend either the front left or front
right deck 15 in. beyond the outside edge of the tire, allowing you to trim around bunkers and other areas.

7200A PrecisionCut
Trim & Surrounds

7400A TerrainCut
Trim & Surrounds

TechControl Display

TechControl Display

LoadMatch™ system

LoadMatch™ system

35% larger traction drive

35% larger traction drive

17% larger wheel motor displacement

17% larger wheel motor displacement

Reach trimming system for bunkers

Reach trimming system for bunkers

Maximum rated hp (kW): 21.2 (15.8)

Maximum rated hp (kW): 41.6 (31 kW)

7-in (17.8 cm) diameter reels

27 in. (68.6 cm) rotary decks

Cutting width: 68-in (173 cm) to
72-in (183 cm)

Cutting width: 68-in (173 cm) to
72-in (183 cm)

Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4

2653B PrecisionCut Trim
and Surrounds Mower
19.6-hp* (14.6 kW) engine
26-in. or 30-in. QA7 cutting units
72-in. (183 cm) or 84-in. (213 cm)
mowing width
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Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4

7400A TerrainCut

TM

Serious climbers
Both the 7200A and 7400A feature
standard GRIP All-Wheel Drive and
an eHydro™ hydrostatic pump
with 35% more traction drive and
large-capacity wheel motors with
17% more displacement than
previous generation mowers. Also
they have plenty of horsepower
and LoadMatch system to handle
the toughest turf.
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8800A TerrainCut

8800A TerrainCut™ Rough Mower
The 8800A has powerful features that allow to stand out from other rough mowers. Like a robust, 55.1 HP turbocharged diesel,
a 27% increase in horsepower over its predecessor. An eHydro™ hydrostatic pump combined with large displacement wheel motors
to deliver performance for excellent hill climbing. Exclusive LoadMatch™ to help cut through thick, lush rough while maintaining a
consistent traction speed. And internal wet-disc brakes that reduce maintenance and down time.
The 8800A features five solid 21-in. rotary decks with optimal overlapping, rear roller striping, and no-tool height-of-cut adjustments. A double-acting, single-rod hydraulic steering cylinder makes keeping straight lines a breeze and steering effortless.

Power plant

Double yoke design

eHydro™ traction pump

LoadMatch setting

The 8800A has 27% more
horsepower than its predecessor
for outstanding performance.

The new double yoke design on
the 8800A rotary decks allows for
25 percent increase in contouring
for the front decks.

Thanks to the eHydro traction
pump and large-capacity wheel
motors, the 8800A can handle
hill climbing with ease.

The LoadMatch setting through
the Tech Control display allows the
8800A to achieve a consistent cut,
even in long, lush conditions.
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8800A TerrainCut

8800A TerrainCutª Rough Mower
TechControl Display
LoadMatch™ setting
27% more hp, 20% more torque in the mowing circuit
Maximum rated hp (kW): 55.1 (41.1)
21 in. (53 cm) rotary decks
Cutting width: 88-in (223 cm)
Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4
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Rear roller power brush
Prevents accumulation of grass
clippings and other debris on
the rear roller.

Fairway/Greens Tender™
conditioner
Slices stolons, controls grain, and
delivers a truer playing surface.

Rollers
A full selection of spiral-grooved,
continuous grooves, and solid
options.

A revolution in time savings.
Speed Link™ Cutting System
The reels on all our green, trim, and fairway mowers make all adjustments quick and easy,
thanks to a revolutionary Speed Link system that makes it possible to adjust height of
cut to both sides of the cutting unit in no time. A linking bar connects both sides of
the rear roller to a high-reduction ratio worm gear, allowing one-thousandth-of-an-inch
adjustments to be made to both sides of the roller simultaneously just by using a
cordless drill (or 16 mm wrench).

5-inch diameter reel

7-inch diameter reel

Ideal for lower heights of cut

Ideal for warm-season grasses,
cutting runner, and thatch

18- or 22-in. widths
Quick bedknife-to-reel adjustment
7-, 11-, or 14-blade reels
Interchangeable across the line,
a real cost-saver

Verticutter*
Dethatches and slices rhizomes
and stolons to promote more
vigorous turf density.
*Not available for E-Cut Hybrids

22-, 26-, or 30-in. widths
Quick bedknife-to-reel adjustment
8- or 10- blade reels

14-blade reel
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9009A TerrainCut

New 9009A TerrainCut™ Rough Mower.
Until now, using a wide area mower in the rough meant compromising on your quality of cut. But with our new
9009A TerrainCut mower, you can maximize both your productivity and your cut quality.
With a 108-inch/9-foot cutting width, the 9009A is a five-gang, 27-inch (68.58 cm) independent rotary deck mower.
A double-point yoke system on all five decks increases deck movement fore and aft, allowing for greater contour following
and an even cut. And the 9009A has a greater deck overlap for superior side hill mowing.
The 9009A also sports a deeper deck design with a rear discharge for greater dispersion and a cleaner cut. And our exclusive
LoadMatch™ system lets you mow in thick, lush conditions. And the 9009A features the same TechControl display found on our
A-Model mowers. The TechControl lets you set precise mow, transport, and turn speeds while also allowing for quick and easy diagnostics.

9009A TerrainCut Rough Mower
TechControl Display
LoadMatch™ system
Maximum rated hp (kW) 55.1 (41.1 kW)
27 in. (68.6 cm) rotary decks
Cutting width: 9 feet; 108 in. (2.74 m)
Compliance: US/CAN Tier 4
Optional Mulch Kit
Optional Rear Roller Scraper Kit
Optional Operator Training Video TCU004
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No tools needed
All height-of-cut adjustments on the
9009A can be performed without
tools with an innovative notch
system. All it takes is a simple pull
of a lever.

Deep shell deck design
Our unique rear deck design allows
for greater clippings dispersion and
the deeper shell stands grass up for
an even cut.

9009A TerrainCut

TechControl Display
Passcode-protected TechControl
Display lets you precisely set mowing
speed, turning speed, or transport
speed for consistent performance.

Closely follow contours
The double yoke on the 9009A means the rotary decks follow the contours
in the most undulating terrain for an exceptional quality and consistency of cut.
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260SL PrecisionCut

SL PrecisionCut™: Fewer steps to a better cut.
Some of the lightest mowers in their class, the SL PrecisionCut walk greens mowers allow effortless turning,
better engagement with the turf for a consistent cut, and straighter tracking. Well-engineered cutting unit
geometry provides the cleanest cut with minimal impact to the grass plant.

A consistent cut
SL PrecisionCut walk greens mowers have a forward-mounted pivot point
that reduces the operator’s leverage over the mower’s cutting plane.

180/220/260SL
3.5 hp* (2.6 kW)
2.7 U.S. qt. (2.5 L)
5.2 mph (8.4 km/h) with transport
Standard reels, 11 blades, 5 in. (127 mm)
18-in., 22-in., 26-in. cutting widths
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Fewer steps to adjust, easier to maintain
You can set height of cut with a cordless drill and switch rollers by simply
removing two bolts.

Better turning, smoother steering
On SL PrecisionCut walk greens mowers, the distance from the rear drum
to front roller is deliberately short. This, along with the low weight of the
machine, reduces the effort needed to make turns.

Signature ball joint
Thanks to the signature ball joint
mounting system, the cutting unit
can rotate in any direction —
fore/aft, laterally side to side, and
6 degrees of steering right and left.

Adjustable frequency of clip
with lockout
Frequency of clip can be adjusted
with a simple dial, then mechanically
locked to prevent further changes.
180 E-Cut Hybrid

E-Cut™ Hybrid Mower: Follow undulations
like never before.
Available in both 18- and 22-inch widths of cut, our 180 and 220 E-Cut Hybrid walk greens
mowers offer an unparalleled ability to follow contours and steer around the cleanup pass.
Thanks to the signature ball joint mounting system, the cutting unit can rotate in any direction.

Onboard backlapping
Motor can run reel in reverse,
eliminating the need to remove
the reel or attach a separate motor.

180/220 E-Cut Hybrid
3.5 hp* (2.6 kW) engine
Electric motor drive reel cutting unit
1-QA5 18-in. or 22-in. cutting unit
2.7 U.S. gallon fuel tank
Contour head design
Adjustable frequency of clip
Onboard backlapping

Adjustable contouring
The limit chains on the 180 E-Cut
can be adjusted for a range of
motion that can match the
contours of any green.
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2500B E-Cut Hybrid

The only riding greens mowers everyone can appreciate.
All the 2500 riding greens mowers feature an offset cutting unit design, which reduces “triplex” ring. The 2500E E-CutTM Hybrid riding
greens mowers use an exclusive design that drives the cutting units with electric reel motors instead of hydraulics. This innovative
design cuts noise and fuel costs, and virtually eliminates the possibility of hydraulic leaks in the reel drive circuit.

2500E E-Cut
19.6-hp* (14.6 kW) diesel
or 21 hp* (15.7 kW) gas
62-in. (157.5 cm) cutting width
Electric reel motors
3 cutting units; offset design

2500B

Bedknife-to-reel adjustment

19.6-hp* (14.6 kW) diesel
or 21 hp* (15.7 kW) gas

3-QA5 22-in. (59.9 cm) cutting units
2-pedal hydrostatic transmission
Quietest riding greens mower
according to ISO standards

62-in. (157.5 cm) cutting width
3 cutting units; offset design
Bedknife-to-reel adjustment
3-QA5 22-in. (59.9 cm) cutting units
2-pedal hydrostatic transmission
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2500B E-Cut Hybrid
TM

Superb contour following

Grass catcher

Reduce double rolling

Exclusive offset design

The exclusive ball joint suspension
system provides exceptional contour
following, steering with up to 18
degrees of side-to-side motion,
and adjustable fore and aft motion.

Choose between direct-mounted
catchers that are easy to put on and
off and our unique weight-transferring
catchers, which put less weight on
the cutting unit.

The tires are located well inside
the cutting units to reduce or
eliminate double rolling during
straight-line passes.

The offset cutting units greatly
reduce triplex ring with a simple
change in direction.
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Aercore 2000

Got acres and acres of aeration ahead of you?
Put one of these behind you.
John Deere aerators employ a Flexi-Link design to ensure the tines stay perpendicular longer for a higher-quality hole–
without sacrificing efficiency. Easily accessible belts power the systems instead of chains, making them quieter and easier
to maintain. For fast, quality results, they deliver every time.

Aercore™ 1000 Aerater

Aercore™ 1500 Aerater

Aercore™ 2000 Aerater

Flexi-link coring system

Flexi-link coring system

Flexi-link coring system

Aercore™ 800
Walk-Behind Aerater

Requires minimum 15 PTO hp

Requires minimum 22 PTO hp

Requires minimum 33 PTO hp

Flexi-link coring system

37.5-in. (101.6 cm) coring swath

57.5-in. (152.4 cm) coring swath

77.5-in. (190.6 cm) coring swath

25 hp* (18.6 kW) gas engine

Up to 4-in. (100 mm) coring depth

Up to 4-in. (100 mm) coring depth

Up to 4-in. (100 mm) coring depth

31.5-in. (80 cm) coring swath

V-belt coring head drive

V-belt coring head drive

V-belt coring head drive

Up to 3.5-in. (88.9 mm) coring depth

Sealed bearings

Sealed bearings

Sealed bearings

Matched dual V-belts head drive
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Precision Tine Series

TC125 Collection System

Our expanded lineup of aeration tines includes
three tiers – Standard, Plus, and Ultra – making
it easy for you to get the precise tine for your
application. Machined from carbon alloy steel,
every tine undergoes a proprietary heat treating
process so you experience a strong, long-lasting
tine with precise core integrity.

Makes cleaning up cores a breeze.
A 25-cubic foot and 48-inch collection
swatch can clear the average green
in 15 minutes. The adjustable roller
height allows for varying turf and
prevents aggressive brush wear.

Lightweight design

1200A Bunker Rake

1200H Rake

A timeless design, a tireless workhorse.
Putting the finishing touches on a golf course bunker or a new-course construction project requires a delicate touch
and excellent maneuverability. John Deere has two options that offer both: the gear-driven 1200A and 1200 Hydro.
Quiet, reliable, and comfortable for operators, these workhorses are relied on by courses all over the world.

1200A Bunker Rake

1200H Rake

11-hp (8.2 kW) engine

16-hp* (11.9 kW) engine

Up to 11.5-mph (0–18.5 km/h)
travel speed

Up to 10-mph (0–16.1 km/h)
travel speed

78-in. (1981 mm) rake width

72-in. (1828.8 mm) rake width

Mechanical transmission with
Kanzaki transaxle

Hydrostatic 3-wheel-drive transmission

*

Mid-scarifier, rear rake, front blade

Rake, cultivator, front blades,
core removal blade, scarifier, scrapers,
field finisher
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ProGator 2030A

Engineered for the long haul.
Let the heavy hauling begin. The 2020A features the only four-cylinder EFI gas engine in the category. With 34 hp*
and 970 cc of hill-climbing torque, you’ll get strength, raw power, performance, and easy maintenance. No wonder
the gas 2020A and diesel 2030A are ideal for heavy hauling, spraying, and top dressing. Done hauling? These
vehicles can be converted to a SelectSpray™ sprayer in just minutes, without tools.
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ProGator™ 2030A Utility Vehicle

ProGator™ 2020A Utility Vehicle

22.1 hp* (16.5 kW) @3200 rpm, liquid-cooled engine

34 hp* (25.4 kW) @3600 rpm, liquid-cooled engine

1115 cc diesel engine

970 cc gas engine

5-speed synchromesh transmission

5-speed synchromesh transmission

Up to 3,414 lbs. (1549 kg) payload w/ standard suspension
and 4,157 lb. (1886 kg) payload w/ heavy-duty suspension,
4-Post ROPS, and wide rear tire kit. Includes 200 lb. operator
200 lb. passenger, and loaded attachment.

Up to 3,374 lbs. (1530 kg) payload w/ standard suspension
and 4,251 lb. (1928 kg) payload w/ heavy-duty suspension,
wide rear tire, and 4-Post ROPS. Includes 200 lb. operator,
200 lb. passenger, and loaded attachement.

19.1-mph (30.7 km/h) top speed

19.1-mph (30.7 km/h) top speed

ProGator 2020A

HD200/H300
200 U.S. gal. (757 L) - HD200
300 U.S. gal. (757 L) - HD300
Hydraulically driven centrifugal
or diaphragm pump
97 gpm (centrifugal), 30.1 gpm
(diaphragm)
HD200

18-ft. boom option
15/21-ft. boom option

More choices than any other line of sprayers.

Automatic or manual rate controller

The SelectSprayTM Series spray system is built around flexibility and control. You can choose
to equip one with a high-quality centrifugal or diaphragm pump, and when you need to move
on to the next job, it all detaches in minutes, without tools.

Electrohydraulic lift system

Triple nozzle bodies

Bidirectional breakaway boom system

Controller options
Choose an economical manual controller or
full-featured automatic rate controller. Both
are capable of assuring the calibration and
precise control for successful
chemical applications.
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TX Turf Gator

You can’t have enough Gator™ Utility Vehicles on your course.
Step up to the enhanced Gator TX Turf and you’ll appreciate a deluxe cargo box that includes 16.4 cubic feet of capacity,
pick-up style tailgate, 20 tie-down points, and a gas-assist shock for easier lifting and dumping.
And if you want to go electric, the TE can run all day on a single overnight charge and haul up to 500 pounds with
the same deluxe cargo box you’ll find on the TX. Plus, it’s so quiet, you won’t believe your ears.
And if you’re looking for Gator Utility Vehicles off the course, we have a full line of crossover and recreational utility vehicles.
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TX Turf

TE

XUV

401 cc gas engine

48-volt electric system

401 cc gas engine

600-lb. (876 kg) cargo box capacity

500-lb. (272 kg) cargo box capacity

600-lb. (876 kg) cargo box capacity

15.5-mph (25 km/h) top speed

15-mph (24.5 km/h) top speed

15.5-mph (25 km/h) top speed

QuikTrak 652R
Walk-Behind WHP48A

ZTrak Z970R

When you’ve got more to mow than just the course,
we’ve got you covered.
John Deere is right there with you every step of the way with a full line of commercial mowing equipment that can handle any need
you have. And no matter which mower you choose, your local John Deere commercial dealer stands at the ready with a full suite of Uptime
Solutions – from equipment and financing to parts and service to exclusive product partnerships and special customer rewards. Because
you’ve got to do more around the course, we want to make sure you have the tools you need to do your job right.

ZTrak 900 Series Mowers

QuikTrak 600 Series Mowers

Walk-Behind Mowers

Go from zero turn to infinite
possibilities in no time flat, with the
new generation of ZTrak 900 Series
mowers. Thanks to the Power of
3, there’s a Z9 made especially for
you, whether you’re in the market
for a single workhorse or a fleet of
thoroughbreds.

This will get you out of your seat:
the new QuikTrak Series mowers.
They raise the bar for what to expect,
incorporating exclusive stand-on
technology. A compact design and an
ergonomic operator platform make
these stand-ons the new standard.

Run, don’t walk, to take advantage of
our full line of walk-behind mowers,
including hydrostatic and gear models
with pistol grips. Count on all of them
for the perfect balance of performance,
productivity, value, and control.

TM

TM
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4052M Compact Tractor

Run powerful and capable... well within your bottom line.
You’ll want to get familiar with the 4M and 4R Series – because they’re loaded with premium, state-of-the-art technology and smart new
features like hitch assist and auxiliary hitch control. Operators will appreciate the up to 66 engine horsepower, standard four-wheel-drive, cab
or open station options, a hydrostatic or geared PowrReverser™ transmission, advanced HST controls like MotionMatch™ and SpeedMatch™
cruise-control – oh, and compatibility with John Deere Quik-Park™ Loaders, Quick attach backhoes, and hundreds of implements and
attachments. The more you know, the more you’ll see why the new 4 Family makes for a truly premium operating experience.

4044M

4052M

4044R

Final Tier IV-compliant 42.5 hp* PS (31.6 kW)
diesel engine

Final Tier IV-compliant 50.8 hp* PS (37.8 kW)
diesel engine

Final Tier IV-compliant 43.1 hp* PS (32.1 kW)
diesel engine

eHydro™ and PowrReverser™ transmission options

eHydro™ and PowrReverser™ transmission options

eHydro™ and PowrReverser™ transmission options

Wheel spacers

Wheel spacers

Integrated HST controls

Quick-tatch 485A backhoe compatible

Quick-tatch 485A backhoe compatible

Open station with swivel seat and premium cab offering
HitchAssist and auxiliary rockshaft control
Wheel spacers
Quick-tatch 485A backhoe compatible

4052R

4066M

4066R

Final Tier IV-compliant 51.5 hp* PS (38.4 kW)
diesel engine

Final Tier IV-compliant 65 hp* PS (48.4 kW)
diesel engine

Final Tier IV-compliant 65.9 hp* PS (49.1 kW)
diesel engine

eHydro™ and PowrReverser™ transmission options

eHydro™ and PowrReverser™ transmission options

eHydro™ and PowrReverser™ transmission options

Integrated HST controls

Wheel spacers

Integrated HST controls

Open station with swivel seat and premium cab offering

Quick-tatch 485A backhoe compatible

Open station with swivel seat and premium cab offering

HitchAssist and auxiliary rockshaft control

HitchAssist and auxiliary rockshaft control

Wheel spacers

Wheel spacers

Quick-tatch 485A backhoe compatible

Quick-tatch 485A backhoe compatible
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332E Skid Steer

326E Skid Steer

A shining example of customer input.
The E-Series skid steers were shaped by customers like you. You wanted more foot room, so we designed a flat floor with 25 percent more space.
You asked for easy hydraulic attachment, so we added connect-under-pressure auxiliary couplers. You liked our engine side shields but thought
they could install more securely. We agreed and improved the design. You asked for automotive-style courtesy lighting, so now lights can be
preset to stay on for up to a 90-second interval before shutting down after the operator exits the machine.

Unsurpassed visibility from the
operators station
Offering one-of-a-kind options, only our E-Series
lets an operator decide how the work gets done.
ISO, H-pattern, or foot/joystick electrohydraulic (EH)
controls are all available. Or, choose our exclusive
switchable EH option and select any of the above,
any time, at the push of a button.
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Expand your equipment options, right from here.
You can find more than you might expect at your John Deere Golf Distributor. Did you know, for instance, that you can order
parts and equipment made by companies like STIHL and Frontier at the same place you already get your mowers? That’s right
– get the extra pieces you need to fill out your tool box direct from your John Deere Golf Distributor, no extra trips or additional
steps required.
TM

Count on Frontier equipment to fit not only your budget, but also the most popular tractors in use today. From heavy-duty
land leveling to athletic field grooming, parking lot snow removal to turf renovation and right-of-way maintenance, these
rugged implements can handle just about any need. And they’re available exclusively at your local John Deere dealer.
For more information, including detailed features and specs, visit JohnDeere.com/Frontier or JohnDeere.ca/Frontier.

SB2176 Snow Blower
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SS1035B Broadcast Spreader

BB5072 Box Blade

The #1-selling brand of gas-powered handheld outdoor power equipment in the US,♦ STIHL
is only sold by independent dealers – like the professionals at John Deere, who understand
the value of these legendary chain saws, dependable trimmers, powerful blowers, convenient
backpack sprayers and handy edgers for businesses like yours.
For more information, including detailed features and specs, visit STIHLUSA.com or STIHL.ca.

FS 94 R Trimmer

BR 600 MAGNUM®
Backpack blower
♦

MS 261 CM Chainsaw

”Number one selling brand” is based on syndicated Irwin Broh Research as well as independent consumer research of
2009-2012 U.S. sales and market share data for the gasoline-powered handheld outdoor power equipment category
combined sales to consumers and commercial landscapers.
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Quality parts. Real solutions. Only from John Deere.
You can count on your John Deere Golf distributor to keep your operation moving with genuine John Deere parts
and high-performance attachments.

Smooth ProGator™ Utility
Vehicle tire options
Help to reduce turf damage, while
increasing performance in sprayer
and topdresser applications.

DT rotary turf brush

Hardened insert bedknives

Ideal for dense turf varieties of cool- and warm-season turf grasses.
When set at the height of cut, the exclusive helix design of this John Deere
rotary turf brush creates a more consistent turf engagement across the cutting
width of the reel in comparison with straight-rowed brushes. Additionally, when
this rotary brush is used with our counter-rotating system, you’ll see reduced
grain for a truer playing surface and improved after-cut appearance.

These bedknives are engineered from
hardened steel, so they stay sharp
and last longer than conventional
bedknives. Because these John Deere
bedknives are created from hardened
steel, technicians can expect to spend
less time backlapping, grinding, and
changing bedknives during the
growing season. This translates
into reduced time and labor.

Shop for parts online at JDParts.Deere.com
Order parts online right from your mobile device at JDParts.Deere.com
24/7. The mobile version of jdparts.deere.com allows you to search by parts
catalog, model number, part number, or keyword to locate the appropriate
parts and attachments.
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RG5500

Professional grinds for a
superior cut: Frontier grinders.
Whether to spin grind or spin grind with relief is always a hot
topic of discussion at golf course maintenance facilities worldwide.
No matter which school of thought is preferred, the RG5000 manual
spin and relief reel grinder and the Model RG5500 semi-automatic
spin and relief reel grinder can perform both functions with quality
and precision.
Proper bedknife maintenance is a critical element in establishing
high levels of cut quality across a wide range of golf course conditions.
Frontier’s BG1000 manual bedknife grinder and BG1500 semiautomatic bedknife grinder are up to the challenge. Both can
maintain bedknives to any manufacturer’s specification or golf
course preference.
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Support that lasts long after the sale:
Your local John Deere Golf distributor.

This literature has been compiled for worldwide circulation. While general information, pictures, and descriptions are provided, some illustrations and text may include
finance, credit, insurance, product options, and accessories NOT AVAILABLE in all countries or regions, and in some countries products and accessories may require
modifications or additions to ensure compliance with the local regulations of those countries. PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR DETAILS. John Deere reserves
the right to change specification, design, and price of the products described in this literature without notice. John Deere’s green and yellow color scheme, the leaping
deer symbol, and JOHN DEERE are trademarks of Deere & Company.
* The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating
horsepower and torque will be less. Refer to engine manufacturer’s website for additional information. A40, V40, 1200H Engine Manufacturer Gross Power
per SAE J1940. Tested in accordance with SAE J1995.
† Engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating
horsepower and torque will be less. Refer to engine manufacturer’s website for additional information. Engine Manufacturer Gross Power per SAE J1940.
Tested in accordance with SAE J1995.
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